A novel combination of discontinuous molecular dynamics and the Langevin equation, together with an intermediate-resolution model of proteins, is used to carry out long ͑several microsecond͒ simulations in order to study transport of proteins in nanopores. We simulated single-domain proteins with the ␣-helical native structure. Both attractive and repulsive interaction potentials between the proteins and the pores' walls are considered. The diffusivity D of the proteins is computed not only under the bulk conditions but also as a function of their "length" ͑the number of the amino-acid groups͒, temperature T, pore size, and interaction potentials with the walls. Compared with the experimental data, the computed diffusivities under the bulk conditions are of the correct order of magnitude. The diffusivities both in the bulk and in the pores follow a power law in the length ᐉ of the proteins and are larger in pores with repulsive walls. D + / D − , the ratio of the diffusivities in pores with attractive and repulsive walls, exhibits two local maxima in its dependence on the pore size h, which are attributed to the pore sizes and protein configurations that induce long-lasting simultaneous interactions with both walls of the pores. Far from the folding temperature T f , D increases about linearly with T, but due to the thermal fluctuations and their effect on the proteins' structure near T f , the dependence of D on T in this region is nonlinear. We propose a novel and general "phase diagram," consisting of four regions, that describes qualitatively the effect of h, T, and interaction potentials with the walls on the diffusivity D of a protein.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Part I of this series 1 we studied folding and stability of proteins in slitlike nanopores using discontinuous molecular dynamics ͑DMD͒ simulations. We considered the effect of a variety of factors on protein folding and stability, including the pore and protein sizes, the nature of the interaction between proteins and the pore walls ͑repulsive as well as attractive͒, and the temperature. In the present paper we study diffusion of proteins in the same slitlike nanopores, investigate the effect on transport of proteins of the same factors that affected their folding and stability, and link the results with those presented in Part I.
While the three-dimensional ͑3D͒ structure of native proteins is controlled by their amino-acid sequence, 2-4 the kinetics of their folding, as well as the rate of their transport, especially in confined media, depend on the local environment. Part I studied the folding and stability of proteins in a slit nanopore. However, although diffusion of proteins in dilute solutions under bulk condition is relatively well understood, the important phenomenon of protein transport in a confined medium is not. Such understanding is essential to important industrial applications that involve protein transport in small pores. For example, applications of biocatalysts 5 and biosensors entail much better understanding of the confinement effect on the rate of protein transport.
Moreover, protein purification using nanoporous membranes is also attracting attention in the pharmaceutical industry. 6 Rosenbloom et al. 7 fabricated silicone-carbide ͑SiC͒ nanoporous membranes 8 and showed them to allow diffusion of proteins up to 29 000 Da but not larger.
Aside from the aforementioned industrial applications, transport of proteins across nanoporous biological membranes is also of fundamental importance to life processes. If a protein molecule is large but the membranes' pores are small enough that the protein is not allowed to pass through as a single unit, one has the phenomenon of translocationi.e., squeezing-of the protein through the pores. 9 Translocation is important to gene therapy, 10 drug delivery, 11 passage of proteins through the endoplasmic reticulum 12 and of RNA through the nucleus pore membrane, DNA plasmid transport from cell to cell through the walls, 9 and transport of the polypeptide chain from inner mitochondrial and chloroplast membrane through its matrix. 13 An important and experimentally accessible 14 quantity in such studies is 15 the dwell time-the typical time that a protein, or any other biopolymer such as DNA or RNA, spends in the nanopore and its dependence on the molecular weight, the pore's length, and other parameters. In general, one has two dynamics: in slow translocation the protein remains equilibrated at almost all the times on both sides of the pore, whereas fast translocation allows the protein to pass through the pore. Several mechanisms may induce the translocation. 13 For example, one is based on an external electric field applied across the membrane, which has been studied by in vitro experiments, as well as theoretically and by Monte Carlo simulations. [16] [17] [18] [19] Another mechanism uses a chemical-potential difference across the membrane, as there is usually no in vivo strong electric field in such membranes, 20 an example of which is experiments on chaperone-assisted translocation of proteins. 9, 13, 21 The protein transport in nanopores that we study in this paper is different from translocation in that, in our study there is no electric field or external potential gradient applied to the pore system. Thus, transport of the proteins takes place by diffusion only. The present study represents the first step toward a comprehensive study of transport of proteins in tight pores in the presence of an external field, which is currently under study by our group. We report on the simulation of protein diffusion in nanopores and study the effect of the pore size, temperature, proteins' length, and nature of the interaction between proteins and the pore walls on the diffusion process. Although, as pointed out in Part I, limited Monte Carlo and MD simulations of protein dynamics in various models of nanopores have been carried out before, to our knowledge MD simulation of diffusion of proteins in nanopores has not been undertaken before. To carry out the simulation, we propose a new method for taking into account the effect of the interaction between proteins and the solvent in the pore.
Diffusion of biopolymers in confined media has been studied extensively [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] in the past. In particular, transport of such biopolymers such as RNA and DNA has been studied extensively. [28] [29] [30] Simulation studies of this kind usually assume the biopolymers to be flexible chains without any specific atomistic structure or assume the biopolymers to have a rigid structure without considering their atomistic details. Such details do, however, affect the interaction of a biopolymer with a pore's walls. In particular, the atomistic details of proteins' structure are important in computing their diffusivity in confined media at temperatures near the folding temperature T f , where the proteins' structure is neither completely rigid nor completely flexible. In fact, as described in Part I, at such temperatures the interaction of proteins' atoms with the pores' walls is very important, as it affects the folding dynamics, as well as the folding temperature itself.
Some simulation works on diffusion of proteins ͑or proteinlike polymers with a compact structure at low temperatures͒ in confined media have been reported, 31 which did include some details of the protein structure, with the aim of realistically capturing the effect of the interactions with the walls on the protein's diffusivity. However, including the details of the atomistic structure of a protein is only half the "story." The other half is the need for including the effect of the solvent. Doing so realistically in any molecular simulations would entail very intensive computations, and even then only time scales on the order of nanoseconds may be realized, unless one uses massively parallel computations. 32 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe briefly the protein and pore models that we utilize. Section III presents the details of the MD simulations, while in Sec. IV we describe a new method, based on a coupling between the DMD simulation and the Langevin equation, that aims to take into account the effect of the solvent on the protein diffusion. The results are described and discussed in Sec. V.
II. THE MODELS
We first describe the protein model that we use in the study and the model of the nanopore that we utilize in the simulation.
A. The protein model
A model of de novo-designed ␣ family of proteins 33 that consists of four types of amino acids in their 16-residue sequence is utilized in the simulation. The model is simplified further 34 to a sequence of hydrophobic ͑HP͒ ͑H͒ and polar ͑P͒ residues, ͕PPHPPHHPPHPPHHPP͖. Periodicity in the H-P sequence of the 16-residue peptide ␣ 1B is used in order to make three other sequences with lengths ᐉ = 9, 23, and 30 residues as PP͑HPPHHPP͒ n , with n = 1, 2, 3, and 4, corresponding to ᐉ = 9, 16, 23, and 30. The simulations reported in Part I indicated that they all fold into an ␣-helix with ᐉ −4 hydrogen bonds ͑HBs͒. Because the four proteins have similar native structures, any differences in their diffusion dynamics should be solely due to the differences in their lengths.
The proteins are represented by the protein intermediateresolution model 35, 36 ͑PRIME͒, with several changes that are described below ͑see also Part I͒. It is an off-lattice, unbiased, intermediate-resolution model in which every amino acid is represented by four united atom ͑UA͒ groups or beads. A nitrogen UA represents the amide N and hydrogen of an amino acid, a C ␣ UA represents the ␣-C and its H, and a C UA represents the carbonyl C and O. The fourth bead R represents the side chain, all of which are assumed to have the same diameter as CH 3 ͑alanine͒. The interpeptide bond is assumed to be in the trans configurations, all the backbone bond lengths and bond angles are fixed at their ideal values, and the distance between consecutive C ␣ UAs is fixed according to experimental data. Table I presents all the relevant parameters of the model. PRIME is capable of interacting both intra-and intermolecularly via HB and HP interaction potentials.
The protein model that we use is, in our opinion, much more realistic than what many of the previous investigators utilized. For example, they used a simplified model for the amino acids that was based on one or two UA beads. Moreover, the side chains of the amino acid residues were not explicitly considered. The model that we utilize represents the amino acids using four UA beads, the side chains are considered explicitly, and the molecular model also includes HB interactions, hence honoring the proteins' structure realistically.
We note that other proteins may have a more complex structure than what we model in the present paper. In particular, they may have ␤-strands, sheets, loops, and tight turns. Whether the results of the present study are applicable to more complex proteins remain to be seen, although we expect many of them to be quite general because, as we mentioned above, the 3D structure of native proteins is controlled mainly by their amino-acid sequence, which the model represents carefully and accurately.
B. The nanopore model
We use a slit nanopore, modeled as the space between two two-dimensional ͑2D͒ structureless walls in the xy plane between z = Ϯ h / 2, where h is the pore's height ͑size͒. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the x and y directions ͑the xy planes are parallel to the walls͒. The pore size h is varied in order to study its effect on the results described below.
III. DISCONTINUOUS MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATOIN
The PRIME is designed for use with the DMD simulation, 37 a very fast alternative to the classical continuous MD method. The simplicity of the time integration in the DMD simulation makes it possible to simulate transport of proteins in nanopores on long time scales-on the order of many microseconds-at least two orders of magnitude longer than the previous simulations in this area ͑see also Part I͒.
All the forces are represented by either hard-sphere or square-well potentials. Four types of forces act on the beads: the excluded volume effect ͑hard-core repulsion͒ and attraction between bonded and pseudobonded beads, between pairs of the backbone beads during the HB formation, and between HP side chains. Nearest-neighbor beads along the chain backbone are covalently bonded, as are the C ␣ and R beads or UAs. Pseudobonds are inserted between nextnearest-neighbor beads along the backbone in order to keep its angles fixed, between neighboring pairs of C ␣ beads to maintain their distances close to the experimental data, and between side chains and the backbone N and C UAs to hold the side-chain beads fixed relative to the backbone. All of these keep the interpeptide group in the trans configuration, and all the model residues as L isomers, as required.
The potential between a pair ij of bonded beads, separated by a distance r ij , is given by
where l is the ideal bond length and ␦ = 0.023 75 is the tolerance in the bond's length. 35, 36 There are also the HP interactions between the side chains with the H residues in the sequence, when there are at least three intervening residues between them. Then, the interaction is given by
where HP is the HP side chains' diameter. The HB interaction may occur between the N and C beads with at least three intervening residues. However, each bead may not contribute to more than one HB at any time, with the range of the interaction being about 4.2 Å and strength of ⑀ HB . The shape of the HB potential is similar to that of the HP described above. The HBs are stable when the angles in N-H-O and C-O-H are almost 180°. The angles are controlled by a repulsive interaction between each of the N and C beads with the neighboring beads of the other one. 37 Thus, if a HB is formed between the beads N i and C j , a repulsive interaction between neighbor beads of N i , namely, C i−1 and C ␣i , with C j is assumed. The same is used for the neighbor beads of C j , namely, N j+1 and C ␣j , with the N i bead.
If one of the N or C bead is at one end of the protein, it has only one neighbor bead in the backbone instead of two, and, hence, controlling the HB angles will be limited, causing the HBs with one of their terminal constituents to be less restricted and, thus, more stable than the other HBs. This may cause formation of the next non-␣-helical HBs in a part of the protein between the N and C beads and of semistable structures that influence the simulation results. Thus, we modify the PRIME and proceed as follows.
Assume that the N-terminal bead, N 1 , has a HB with C j . For i = 1, the bead C i−1 does not exist to have a repulsive interaction with C j and help control the HB angles. Therefore, we use C ␣1 . Not only can we consider the repulsion 
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between this bead and C j but also define an upper limit for their distance, so as to control the freedom of motion of N 1 and C j that constitute the beads in the HB. The potential U kl of such interactions is given by 
Two unbonded beads that have no HB and HP interactions also interact through a hard-core repulsion:
The interactions between a pair of beads, separated along the chain by three or fewer bonds, are more accurately represented by the interaction between the atoms themselves, not the UAs. Consequently, we modify the PRIME to account for the interactions between pairs of beads separated by three or fewer bonds: the beads are allowed to overlap by up to 25% of their bead diameters, while for those separated by four bead diameters the allowed overlap is 15% of their bead diameters.
The interaction potential U PW between the walls and the protein's beads is assumed to be
where z X is the z coordinate of the center of a bead X and the walls. PW -the same for all the beads-is assumed to be 1 8 HB , so selected to represent realistically the competition between protein folding and its beads' interaction with the walls. To estimate d 3X and d 4X , we assumed the pore's walls to be made of carbon. Then, the interaction and size parameters between the C atoms in the walls and the various beads were calculated using the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules, namely, CX = 1 2 ͑ C + X ͒, and ⑀ CX = ͱ ⑀ C ⑀ X , where X =N, C ␣ , C, and R. Then, using separate simulations, the interaction potential U CX between different beads was estimated. The distances at which U CX and its second derivative were zero were taken as d 3X and
The results are d 3X = 2.85, 3.02, 3.14, and 3.31 and d 4X = 0.96, 1.01, 0.98, and 1.12 for X =N, C ␣ , C, and R, respectively. More details are given in Part I.
IV. COMPUTING THE DIFFUSIVITY: COUPLING THE LANGEVIN EQUATION TO THE DMD
In the previous applications of the PRIME, 35 ,36 the effect of the solvent was only implicitly simulated. In fact, the effect of the solvent was modeled simply as the HP attraction between the HP side chains. However, this is appropriate and more important to the folding dynamics but not so much to the protein motion in a solution. Since we wish to study diffusion of proteins in a solution ͑in the bulk as well as in small pores͒, it is essential to simulate correctly the dynamics of protein motion in a solution by including the effect of the solvent. To include this effect, we have developed a novel method which we now describe.
In the PRIME, the protein motion in a solution is only due to the collisions caused by the Andersen thermostat, which is well suited for the DMD simulations. It is not clear, however, that this would be sufficient for generating the correct dynamics of protein diffusion in a solution. If we assume that the Andersen thermostat collisions are equal to those of the solvent with the protein's atoms, then, if the atoms are all exposed to the solvent, so that the protein does not have "buried" parts, i.e., parts that are not exposed directly to the solvent ͑as is nearly true in the case of a protein with an ␣-helix configuration͒, we may hope that the thermostat collisions produce the correct dynamics. However, the time interval between the thermostat collisions is, by itself, an important physical factor. In order to produce the correct physical behavior of the motion, this time interval must be selected carefully, so that the average time intervals between the collisions of the solvent molecules with the protein's atoms are correctly produced. However, once fixed, the thermostat's rate of collisions will be independent of the spatial configuration of a protein and its radius of gyration, R g . This is not physical and, in general, yields unreliable diffusion coefficients for proteins from simulations that are carried out over a wide range of temperatures below and above the folding temperature T f , where a protein changes widely its spatial configuration and the radius of gyration, R g ͑see below͒. Thus, in this paper we develop a new method by coupling the Langevin equation to the DMD simulation of a large molecule, such as a protein, with a small computational cost which should yield completely physical results. While a combination of the Langevin equation and atomistic-scale interactions has been used in the past 38 in the translocation problem, this is the first time, to our knowledge, that the Langevin equation is coupled to the DMD simulations for simulating diffusion of biomolecules in a nanopore.
In the new approach that we propose the thermostat collisions, which are used to keep the temperature of the protein equal to that of the solvent, do not move the center of mass ͑c.m.͒ of the protein. Instead, using the Langevin dynamics, independent collisions with the c.m. of the protein are made. With the PRIME alone ͑no explicit solvent͒, this was not necessary because, in the presence of the Andersen thermostat all the atoms and the c.m. are automatically at a given temperature T. Use of the Langevin equation not only makes the temperature of the protein's c.m. equal to that of the solvent but also, more importantly, allows the effect of the solvent's viscosity and its molecular collisions with the proteins to be explicitly included in the simulation.
To simulate diffusion of proteins using a combination of the DMD and the Langevin equation, one must, in principle, apply the equation to all the atoms in the proteins. This, however, would require very long simulations, even when one uses the DMD. To circumvent this problem, we break down each protein into several smaller parts or beads and apply the Langevin equation to each part separately. We represent each part as a bead with its radius of gyration to be used as an approximation of its hydrodynamic radius in the Langevin equation. Thus, groups of four, or five, or six amino acids are represented as one coarsened bead in proteins of various lengths, implying that such beads consist of 16, 20, or 24 UAs. Recall that each amino acid in the PRIME is modeled by four UAs. Therefore, a protein of length 9 is assumed to consist of two beads of four and five amino acids; a protein of length 16 has three beads, two with five amino acids and one with six, and a protein of length 23 has four beads, one with five and three with six amino acids. The longest protein, with a length of 30, is assumed to have five beads, each with six amino acids.
Such a coarsened structure still leaves enough structural details of the proteins to affect their interactions with the solvent and, at the same time, a dynamic necklacelike model to trace the effect of the solvent on their motion. We refer to the model as dynamic necklacelike because ͑i͒ the size of the coarsened beads is not constant but is determined and updated during the simulations by calculating the radius of gyration of each bead periodically and ͑ii͒ because the model is not a necklace or a bead-spring model. The interactions between the atoms determine their positions which, in turn, determine the position as well as the internal arrangement of the coarsened beads. We emphasize that the coarsened beads are used only when we switch from the DMD simulations to the Langevin equation. During the DMD simulations the full atomistic model of the proteins, described in Sec. II, is used.
The coupling between the DMD simulation and the Langevin equation proceeds as follows. We first carry out DMD simulation for a time period ⌬t. Suppose that the speeds of a bead of protein at the beginning and end of the period ⌬t are, respectively, v b and v e . Since the solvent's viscosity affects the proteins' velocity in the pore but the time scale over which this effect is important is much different from ⌬t, we apply at the end of the time period ⌬t the Langevin equation to the bead's c.m. to correct its velocity due to the presence of the solvent's molecules. To do so, we represent the coarsened bead as a particle with a mass m and an effective radius equal to its radius of gyration, R g . Then, the force F on its c.m. is given by
The discretized Langevin equation is given by
where =6R g , ⌬F is a Gaussian random force ͑with zero mean and variance 2k B T⌬t / m 2 ͒, and v n is the speed after applying the Langevin equation ͑acting as the v b for the next application of the Langevin equation͒. Thus,
which yields v n , the velocity of the bead's c.m., corrected for the solvent effect. The DMD simulation is then continued for another time period ⌬t using v n as the new v b , the Langevin equation is applied again to correct the bead's c.m. velocity at the end of the period, and so on. In the simulations, ⌬t was taken to be 0.02m / , which is a small enough time step for integrating the Langevin equation over a time scale m / .
If we use in the Langevin equation the bulk values of all the parameters and, in particular, the solvent's viscosity, we obtain the bulk diffusivity, even if diffusion of the proteins is simulated in a pore. The reason is that a bead or sphere near a wall or between the two walls of a pore experiences higher fluid viscosity than it does under the bulk conditions. There have been many studies of the changes in the viscosity of a fluid confined in a pore or near a solid surface, which contains a bead or particle. [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] In particular, Faxén 39 and Brenner 40 derived expressions for the perpendicular and parallel components of the viscosity of a fluid containing a sphere near a wall, with the underlying assumption being that the fluid follows the Navier-Stokes equations. Recently, it was shown [42] [43] [44] through careful comparison with experimental data that the Brenner-Faxén relations may be used for computing the viscosity of the same fluid between two parallel walls. The effect of two walls may be superposed linearly. 43 In the present work, we used this approach to compute the viscosity of the solvent containing the coarsened beads between the pore's walls.
Before doing so, however, one must address an important question: are the Brenner-Faxén relations valid at nanometer scales? Experimentally, this was recently demonstrated to be the case for a fluid containing a sphere of size of 27 nm near a wall. 42 In very tight pores, however-those that consist of four or fewer layers of a fluid molecules-the usual definition of the viscosity breaks down, and the validity of the Navier-Stokes equations which is based on representing the fluid as a continuum is lost. [47] [48] [49] However, the deviations become smaller [47] [48] [49] as the size of the pore increases from five to six fluid molecules' diameter to larger values. For a slit pore that consists of ten layers of fluid molecules, there is very good agreement between the Navier-Stokes viscosity and what is computed by full MD simulations. [47] [48] [49] In the problem that we study water is the solvent with a molecular diameter of about 0.3 nm. Therefore, roughly speaking, for nanopore sizes of about 3 nm or larger, the Navier-Stokes viscosity may be assumed to be the correct viscosity, so that the Brenner-Faxén relations may be used with some confidence. Thus, only for the nanopore of size 1.75 nm-the smallest that we simulate-which contains about five layers of water molecules, the approximation may be considered crude. At the very least, we expect the results to be correct qualitatively.
The way the Brenner-Faxén relations are used in the simulations is as follows. Suppose that a coarsened bead, representing a portion of the protein, is a sphere of hydrodynamic radius a, which we approximate by its radius of gyration and is at a distance z from one of the pore's walls ͑its distance from the other wall is h − z, with h being the pore size͒. Suppose also that the perpendicular and parallel components of the viscosity of the solvent that contains such a sphere are, respectively, Ќ = Ќ 0 and ʈ = ʈ 0 , with 0 being the bulk value of the viscosity. As mentioned above, it has been shown that a linear superposition is a very good approximation for determining the effective viscosity of the fluid containing the beads between two walls, 42 according to which II Х w1 I + w2
Here, II is the two-wall correction factor, while w1 I and w2 I are the single-wall correction factors. To determine the single-wall effects, in the region z / a Ͼ 1.5, we used the firstorder terms of the Brenner-Faxén relations, which have been shown 41, 43, 45, 46 to be less than 1% in error in this area:
͑13͒
For z / a Յ 1.5, we used the full Faxén relation instead of its first-order approximation:
͑14͒
For 1.25Յ z / a Յ 1.5 we used the first-order approximation of the Brenner relation given above. For z / a Ͻ 1.25, where Ќ Ͼ 10, we turned off the Langevin dynamics in the perpendicular direction, i.e., in this region no "kicks" by the Langevin equation act on the coarsened beads. One must also impose some maximum value on Ќ because the time step, ⌬t = 0.02m / , is inversely proportional to Ќ . where ␤ = 1 corresponds to Fickian diffusion, whereas ␤ Ͻ 1 represents anomalous diffusion. The MSDs are computed at each temperature T using all the data in the simulation time after the system reaches equilibrium.
We carried out simulations of the diffusion process in a pore system in which there was either an attractive or a repulsive potential, U + and U − , respectively, between the proteins and the pore's walls. Each case was studied over a range of temperature. Due to the large fluctuations of the proteins' energy and structure near their folding temperature T f , longer simulations were carried out near T f . To reduce the central processing unit time, we used advanced algorithms in the computations, including link lists, neighbor lists, and false positioning which is special to the DMD. Temperature was held constant using the Andersen method.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We studied diffusion of proteins of various lengths in nanopores of different sizes. In addition, we studied the effect of the nature of the interaction of the proteins with the pores' walls-repulsive versus attractive interactions-on protein diffusion. A protein possesses its biological ability only at temperatures lower than its folding temperature T f . Moreover, experimental works, including those on the transport of proteins, are usually carried out at room temperature. At high temperatures a protein is similar to a flexible polymer, the diffusion of which in confined media has been studied extensively. Therefore, except when we study the temperature dependence of the diffusivity, we focus mainly on protein diffusion at a low temperature, T = 0.09. Note that, with 36 ⑀ HB = 3300k B , the reduced temperature T = 0.09 corresponds to 297 K. In what follows we present and discuss the results.
A. Diffusion in the bulk
Consider, first, protein diffusion under the bulk conditions. Figure 1 presents samples of time dependence of the MSD ͗R 2 ͑t͒͘. Over almost the entire simulated time interval, the MSDs follow Eq. ͑15͒ with ␤ Х 1, i.e., diffusion is Fickian. Far from the folding temperature T f the diffusivity varies with T roughly linearly. This is expected, since at such temperatures the structure of a protein does not undergo fundamental changes. Near the folding temperature T f , however, the structure does change and, therefore, nonlinear dependence on the temperature may be expected. We shall come back to this point shortly. Figure 3 presents the dependence of the diffusivity D 0 on the protein's length ᐉ at T = 0.09. The results are represented very accurately by a power law,
with Ӎ 0.84. In contrast, the radius of gyration, R g , of the same proteins under the bulk conditions varies perfectly linearly with the length ᐉ. The reason is that, at low temperatures below their folding temperatures, the proteins take on the folded ␣-helix structure, which is like a cylindrical tube or a rod. Therefore, R g should vary linearly with the protein's length ᐉ, and Fig. 3 confirms this. At high enough temperatures, however, a protein is similar to a flexible polymer, and R g no longer varies linearly with ᐉ but as a power law with a Flory exponent of about 0.6. How does the computed diffusivity compare with the experimental data? Konopa et al. 22 reported on the diffusivity of green flourescent protein ͑GFP͒, which is a 27 kDa ␤-barrel protein with 238 amino acids. 50 The GFP is about 13 times heavier than the largest ␣-helix protein that we study, which is a 2.1 kDa protein with 30 amino acids. Assuming that the two proteins have nearly compact structures-a reasonable assumption-the sizes of the two proteins have a ratio 13 1/3 Ӎ 2.3. So, roughly speaking ͑roughly, since the shapes of the two proteins are different, and this affects their hydrodynamic radii͒, the protein that we study should have a diffusivity D about 2.3 times larger than that of the GFP in the bulk. The diffusivity of the GFP was reported 22 to be D Ӎ 8.7ϫ 10 −7 cm 2 / s, whereas for the protein that we study, D Ӎ 1.2ϫ 10 −6 cm 2 / s, a factor of about 1.4 larger. Thus, the computed diffusivities are of the correct order of magnitude. See also Smith et al. 51 for more data.
B. Diffusion in a nanopore
In addition to the pore size and the nature of the interaction between a protein and the pore's walls, an important factor in determining the diffusivity of a protein is its molecular size, represented roughly by its radius of gyration, R g . The radius of gyration, R g , of a protein in the bulk is relatively large at high temperatures, since it is in unfolded states with an essentially random-coil structure. However, as T is lowered, the protein begins to take on the compact structure of its native ␣-helical state and, thus, its R g decreases. At low enough temperatures R g attains its minimum value. The ␣-helix shape does not depend on the pore size h if h is relatively large and, as a result, the R g of the folded protein at low temperatures in such pores is nearly the same as that in the bulk.
A better way of understanding the structure of a protein in a nanopore is perhaps through a study of its configuration in the xy planes parallel to the nanopores' walls. To do so, we computed R g xy , the 2D analog of R g in the xy planes. Figure 4 presents R g xy of a protein of length ᐉ =23 at T = 0.09 versus h. In the case of a pore with repulsive walls, R g xy is always larger than its corresponding value in the bulk because repulsion elongates the protein. In the case of a pore with attractive walls, however, there is an unexpected minimum in R g xy . The minimum is related to a phenomenon that we call the proteins' "standing up," whereby both ends of a long enough folded protein interact with both walls, such that the protein is nearly perpendicular to the walls. This phenomenon, shown in Fig. 5 , reduces R g xy . As the size of the pore increases, the phenomenon disappears and, therefore, R g xy increases again. The effect of this phenomenon on protein diffusion in small pores will be discussed shortly.
As discussed above, when a protein is ͑in a solution͒ at a temperature far below its folding temperature T f , it is completely folded and its R g is nearly equal to that in the bulk. Therefore, any change in the diffusivity of a protein in a nanopore at low enough T is strictly due to the interaction of the structure of a folded ␣-helix with the nanopore's walls. Our interest in the problem is also over such a temperature range. Note also that the folding temperature T f for the bulk state and those for the pores are not the same. In fact, as shown in Part I, in a nanopore T f also depends on whether the walls are attractive or repulsive. Therefore, due to the strong fluctuations of R g and D in the region around T f , the diffusivities in the pore and under the bulk conditions cannot be directly compared. The comparison is meaningful mainly at temperatures far from T f .
Another aspect of diffusion of a protein in a nanopore which is fundamentally different from that in the bulk is that, in addition to the pore diffusivity being smaller than its bulk value D 0 , the diffusion process is anisotropic, with the MSD ͗R ʈ 2 ͑t͒͘ in the xy planes parallel to the walls being much larger than ͗R Ќ 2 ͑t͒͘ in the direction perpendicular to the walls. Moreover, ͗R ʈ 2 ͑t͒͘ grows with the time indefinitely and linearly, i.e., the diffusion process is Fickian. This is demonstrated clearly in Fig. 6 . As one might expect, ͗R ʈ 2 ͑t͒͘ in the pore with repulsive walls is larger than that in a pore with attractive walls. As the size of the pore decreases, the difference between the two MSDs also increases.
However, the MSD ͗R Ќ 2 ͑t͒͘ saturates after a finite time. We show in Fig. 7 the results at T = 0.09 for a protein of length ᐉ = 23 in two pores of size h = 1.75 nm, one with attractive and one with repulsive interactions between the protein and the walls. Hence, the diffusivity in the direction perpendicular to the pores' walls is zero. It is clear that, in the pore with attractive walls, it takes a longer time for ͗R Ќ 2 ͑t͒͘ to saturate because there is more space for the proteins to diffuse in, but the fluctuations are also larger for the same reason. Thus, hereafter, by diffusivity we mean one associated with the proteins' motion in the planes parallel to the pores' walls. Figure 8 presents the temperature dependence of the diffusivity of a protein of length ᐉ = 23 in a pore of size h = 4 nm with the two types of walls. These results should be compared with those shown in Fig. 2 under the bulk conditions. The diffusivities in the pore with repulsive walls are larger than those with attractive walls, but the trends appear to be similar.
As discussed above, due to the strong thermal fluctuations near T f , R g varies strongly with T. Consequently, near T f the effective diffusivity D no longer varies linearly with T. To see this better, we present in Fig. 9 the average radius of gyration ͗R g ͘ of the protein in the same nanopores of size h = 4 nm. Far from the folding temperature T f , R g is constant. However, near T f there are strong thermal fluctuations, as a result of which R g changes rapidly. Figure 10 presents the dependence of the diffusivity on the proteins' length ᐉ in pores of size h = 4 nm with attractive and repulsive walls at T = 0.09. Similar to the bulk conditions, D depends on ᐉ as a power law, as given by Eq. ͑16͒. The diffusivity in the pore with repulsive walls is larger than in the pore with attractive walls. This may be explained by observing that, in pores with repulsive walls the proteins are pushed toward the pore's center and, therefore, their diffusion is more efficient than that in the pore with attractive walls. We expect the same to be true if we impose an external potential gradient across the pore. For both pores, the exponent defined by Eq. ͑16͒ is close to 0.84 that we find for the bulk condition. Figure 11 presents the dependence of the diffusivities on the proteins' size ᐉ in two smaller pores with sizes h = 3 and 1.75 nm, both with repulsive walls. The qualitative features of the results are the same as those presented in Fig. 10 for pore size ᐉ = 4 nm. Thus, at least for the range of pore sizes that we have studied, the scaling of the diffusivity in the pores with the proteins' size remains close to that in the bulk. Figure 12 presents the ratio D / D 0 for a protein of size ᐉ = 23 versus the pore size h at T = 0.09. The results were computed using long simulations ͑3 s͒. The diffusivities in the pores with repulsive walls are larger than those in pores with attractive walls because repulsion keeps the protein more or less near the pores' center, whereas with attractive walls the protein may spend considerable time near the walls and even attach itself to them. This is shown in Fig. 5 . For the same reason, the increase in the value of D + with increasing pore size h is rather slow in pores with attractive walls.
However, a most interesting result is the dependence on the pore size h of D + / D − , the ratio of the diffusivities in pores with attractive and repulsive walls. Figure 13 presents the results. There seems to be no particular trend for this dependence. However, such "erratic" behavior may be explained by considering the configurations of the proteins in pores of various sizes.
Thus, consider Fig. 5 . In the smallest pore, with size of 1.75 nm, the protein is highly confined, with h, the distance between the walls, being just a little larger than the diameter d of the ␣-helix. The protein may be adsorbed on one wall only but often has contact with both walls through its ends. In the slightly larger pores, namely, with sizes h = 2 and 2.5 nm, the protein interacts most strongly with only one of the walls, even if it is interacting with both walls, and the angle that its molecule makes with the walls ͑see Fig. 5͒ is rather small, as a result of which it will detach from one of the walls and adsorb completely on the other one. In the next two larger pores ͑3 and 3.5 nm͒, the protein may again attach to one or both walls, but the latter occurs more frequently. This is due to the fact that the angle between the protein and the walls is relatively large, making it difficult for the protein to separate completely from one wall to attach itself completely to the other wall.
In the nanopore of size of 4 nm, the distance h between the walls is nearly equal to R ee , the end-to-end distance in the ␣-helix configuration. Here, if the protein is not adsorbed on one wall, it may have strong interaction with one wall or both. Finally in pores with a size h Ͼ R ee ͑h = 5 nm and larger͒ the protein cannot have strong interactions with both walls at the same time. Another possibility is for the protein to be "free" of both walls ͑pore of size 7͒, but this is energetically unfavorable at low T and happens very rarely.
The two local maxima in Fig. 13 occur in pores of sizes h = 1.75 and 3.5 nm. For this protein, l Ӎ 3.5 nm. Thus, we find that the first maximum occurs at a pore size nearly equal to the diameter d of the ␣-helix, while the second maximum occurs in a pore for which h is slightly less than the ͑end-toend͒ length R ee of the ␣-helix. Since in the two pores the protein interacts most often with both walls, its c.m. is close to the pores' centers, hence more efficient diffusion. In effect, due to the opposite directions of the interaction forces between the two walls and the protein, the forces cancel each other, hence allowing the protein to diffuse efficiently. Therefore, we may argue that for ␣-helices with different sizes ᐉ, the pore size at which the first maximum occurs should not vary much with ᐉ, because the average diameter of the simulated ␣-helices is nearly the same. However, the h at which the second maximum occurs depends on ᐉ.
A more quantitative discussion of the two local maxima in the dependence of D + / D − on the pore size h is as follows. Suppose that t 2 is the time period over which a protein interacts with both walls, and t is the total time that the protein spends in a pore. By interacting with one wall we mean that at least one of the protein's atoms is in the attractive range of that wall's potential-the space between the distances d 3X and d 3X + d 4X from the wall; see Sec. III. Thus, the protein interacts with both walls when, according to this definition, some of its atoms are interacting with one wall and some others with the other wall. Figure 14 presents the dependence of t 2 / t on the pore size h. Consistent with the argument given above and Fig. 13 , the two local maxima are at h = 1.75 nm and h = 3 nm, and for h = 3.5 nm the value of t 2 / t is large. Note that for pores of size h Ͼ 5 nm the time t 2 is insignificant simply because the pore size is large compared with the protein size. Note also that the minimum of R g xy in the pores with attractive pores, shown in Fig. 4 , also occurs at h = 3.5 nm. Therefore, the pore size dependences of all the quantities are consistent with one another.
Another quantitative way of studying the effect of confinement on protein diffusion is by computing the distribution of the distances Z a of all the protein's atoms from the two walls, as well as that of Z c.m. , the distance of the protein's c.m. from the walls, over the entire ͑simulation͒ time. Figure 15 presents the results for a protein of size ᐉ =23 at T = 0.09 in pores of various sizes and repulsive walls. As the results indicate, the protein's atoms and its c.m. are distributed mostly in the middle of the pore. This result, which is due to the lack of an energy scale for the interaction of a protein with the pore's walls, also implies that the dependence of the two distributions on the temperature in a pore with repulsive walls cannot be significant. We shall come back to this point shortly. In the largest pore that we simulated, one with size h = 10 nm, the two distributions appear to become mostly flat.
In pores with attractive walls, however, the results are quite different. Figure 16 presents the two distributions in the same pores but with attractive walls. Since the temperature is Dependence on the pore size h of t 2 / t, the ratio of the time t 2 that a protein spends interacting with both walls and the total time t spent in the pores, for a protein of length ᐉ =23 at T = 0.09. low, the protein takes on a definite structure in which not all the atoms can interact directly with the walls, as they are at finite distances from them. The broadness of the distribution of Z c.m. correlates well with t 2 / t, shown in Fig. 14. For larger t 2 / t the distribution of Z c.m. is narrower and exhibits a pronounced peak in the middle of the pore, which is due to the fact that in such pores the protein's ends are attached to the walls most of the times; see Fig. 5 . As the pore size increases though, the time scale t 2 becomes insignificant ͑see Fig. 14͒ , and the peaks move toward the walls. The distributions become symmetrical, with one peak near each wall, only after very long times because, as described above, once a protein is very near a wall, it spends a long time there before diffusing toward the center and the opposite wall.
As mentioned above, Fig. 15 implies that temperature does not have a strong effect on the distributions of Z c.m. and Z a if a pore's walls are repulsive. The same is not true when the walls are attractive. Shown in Fig. 17 is a comparison of the two distributions at two temperatures in pores of the same size, one with attractive and one with repulsive walls. It is clear that, whereas the two distributions are strongly affected as T increases when the walls are attractive, the same is not true when the walls are repulsive.
C. A phase diagram
We may summarize the effect on protein diffusion of the temperature T, pore size h, and interactions U Ϯ with the pore's walls in a "phase diagram." The phase diagram is shown in Fig. 18 . We divide the phase space ͑T , h͒ into four regions for both U + and U − and refer to the diffusivities in region number p as D p + and D p − . Generally speaking, the above discussions indicate that we should always expect
all the regions, which our simulations described above also confirmed. Moreover, we expect the difference D p − − D p + to be larger in larger pores because in pores with attractive walls a protein is attached to the walls, whereas in the case of a pore with repulsive walls, it diffuses more or less freely in the area near the pore's center, and hence has larger diffusivity. In the discussions that follow, when we refer to the attractive interaction potential U + , we mean one that satisfies one condition: the interaction strength PW is not so large ͑considering the energetic and entropic effects͒ that can prevent folding of a protein into its native ␣-helix structure.
Region 1 is bounded by the folding temperature T f of a protein in a pore with repulsive walls. Because T is relatively high in region 1, in a pore with U − the protein is unfolded and resembles a flexible chain. Thus, the theories for diffusion of flexible chains in pores are applicable. In the case of a pore with U + , however, the protein's atoms have significant interactions with the walls ͑if the pore is not too large͒. While a protein is not folded in this region, most of its atoms interact with the pore's walls. If the temperature is higher than a typical T at which the kinetic fluctuations are large enough to overcome all the possible interactions of protein atoms, then the average potential energy of the protein vanishes, and we expect U + to have a negligible effect on the protein structure and diffusion. Therefore, in region 1 and at relatively high T we must have
Moreover, in this region all the scaling relations derived previously for various properties of a flexible polymer chain in a confined medium should be valid for a protein because the fluctuations in the energy overcome all the internal and external interactions of the protein's atoms. Note that the curves that indicate the folding temperatures T f cannot be continued down to the limit h → 0 because in very tight pores the proteins cannot fold and T f cannot be defined. Most of region 2 is bounded by a pore size h Ӎ d , where d is the diameter of the ␣-helix. In this region, relative to the thermal fluctuations, the energetic interactions are more important. Moreover, a protein cannot attain its folded state due to the steric restrictions ͑h Ͻ d in region 2͒. In the case of a pore with U − the protein diffuses in the free space of the pore near its center and, if sterically allowed, may form some HBs in its structure. In the case of a pore with attractive walls, however, the protein's atoms interact with the walls. However, due to the small pore sizes in this region, we do not expect D 2 − to be significantly larger than D 2 + . Region 3 is bounded from below by the pore size, h Ӎ d , by the folding temperature line of proteins in a pore with attractive walls on the right and bounded from above by a pore size h = h͑ᐉ͒Ϸ l , where l is the length of the folded ␣-helix which varies linearly with ᐉ at low T ͑see above͒. l is about the same as R ee , the end-to-end distance of a protein in the ␣-helix configuration. For low h a protein is folded and highly confined in the pore. As the pore size increases, the protein interacts strongly with only one of the walls if the walls are attractive. In the case of a pore with repulsive interactions, the protein has freedom of diffusion between walls because the pore size is increasing. Near the upper boundary of this region, the protein is in the standing up configuration, described earlier.
However, two anomalous increases in the values of D + arise in region 3, where the pore size h is close to the border lines, comparable to either d or l . As discussed earlier, in the border areas in region 3, the proteins spend a significant time t 2 interacting strongly ͑in the sense defined earlier͒ with both walls simultaneously, which leads to the two anomalous peaks in the ratio D + / D − ; see Fig. 18 . Region 4 includes large pore sizes, h Ͼ l . For example, the simulations indicate that for an ␣-helix of size ᐉ = 23, region 4 includes pores with R g / h Ӎ 0.1. In the case of a pore with attractive walls, a protein interacts with only one wall ͑especially at lower T͒ but does not interact with both walls simultaneously due to the large size of the pore. It may, in fact, be adsorbed onto a wall, not diffusing freely in the space between the walls for a long time. Thus, a protein spends most of its time interacting strongly with the pore walls. The distribution of Z c.m. for an ␣-helix of length ᐉ = 23 in a pore size of h = 10 nm, shown in Fig. 10 , confirms this. Hence, in region 4 we do not expect D 4 + to increase significantly with increasing h, whereas D 4 − does increase with increasing h; see Fig. 12 .
Thus, in regions 3 and 4 D p − increases smoothly and simply with increasing pore size h and approaches the bulk value D 0 when h is large. D p + , however, has a more complex behavior for an ␣-helix with two molecular length scales, i.e., the diameter d and length l of the cylinderlike shape of the ␣-helix. In fact, in these regions D + increases more slowly than D − because, as discussed above, in these two regions a protein in a pore with attractive walls spends most of its time near the walls or is attached to them even in the larger pores.
VI. SUMMARY
DMD simulations were coupled to the Langevin equation, and together with the PRIME, an intermediateresolution model of proteins, were used to study diffusion of proteins in nanopores. We considered pores with attractive or repulsive interaction potentials between their walls and the proteins. The diffusivity D of the proteins was computed as a function of the number of the amino-acid groups, temperature T, the pore size h, and the interaction potentials with the walls. We found that the diffusivity follows a power law in the length ᐉ of the proteins and is larger in pores with repulsive walls. D + / D − , the ratio of the diffusivities in pores with attractive and repulsive walls, exhibits two local maxima in its dependence on the pore size h. We attributed them to the pore sizes and protein configurations that induce significant, long-lasting interactions with both walls of a pore. Indeed, we found the same type of h dependence for t 2 / t, the ratio of the time t 2 , the time that the proteins spends interacting significantly with both pore's walls, and the total time t. Far from the folding temperature T f , D increases linearly with T, but due to the thermal fluctuations and their effect on the proteins' structure near T f , the dependence of D on T in this region is nonlinear. We propose a phase diagram, consisting of four regions, which describes qualitatively the effect of h, T, and interaction potentials with the walls on the diffusivity D.
The next step in this problem is to study transport of proteins in nanopores in the presence of an external potential gradient, such as a pressure gradient. Work in this direction is in progress.
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